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Random game Click here to take to the random hacked game Random Game Click here to take to randomly hacked game Raze 5 Hacked is a new action-packed sequel with 3 game modes and new weapons. Save the world from zombies and aliens. Play unlimited ammunition and health
in the fight for survival. Tags: Battle Game Fighting Game It's About Raze 5 Chopped Game Score: 4.42/5 (48 Votes) Player Flight Control Comments Play Airport Game Helicopter Game Shooting Game Top Rated Air War Games Air Battle Games Raze 2 by iHackedGames.com.Raze
Macera 4 Hacked ArcadeprehacksYou Are Part of the Elite Raze Task Force. Download zombies and aliensTo play a ton of fun unblocked games! Great for school, and it can never be blocked. Raze 3, a free online shooting game brought to you by Armor Games. Version 1.4 - Kill loans
and Hud fixed! Red Ball 4 Red Ball 3 Rote And Roll Raze Raze (Chopped) Raze 2 Raze 3 Run 2 Strike Force Heros 2 Stick RPG Sushi Cat Scary Maze Stunning Beauty Shopping Cart Hero 2 - 3 Sonic Barge Sugar, Sugar 2 Space Invaders Impossible Quiz Robbery Last Stand: Union
City.Raze 2 tries for a pretty in-depth story mode, but it comes down to this: You're human. There are alien zombies. Get them. Using WASD or arrow keys to move and mouse to aim and shoot, you need to outkill your opponents or achieve your goal, with or without a partner next to you.
Cycle through your weapons with Q and E, or handle them directly with a number key. Use different special abilities with an F key. Each round gives you credits that will be used to buy upgrades, new abilities, and other items. Finish the first campaign and you'll have a chance to get back at
those sleaze men. Raze 2 is fast, frenetic and fun... if your CPU can handle the load. Fans of the original will recognize it as the semi-update/semi-sequel that is. That's not a bad thing though: with simplified gaming, a host of new gun cards and game modes and one of the best soundtracks
heard so far this year, Raze 2 may seem a little generic to those not already sold on the concept of racing around zombie-alien maps. However, fans of the genre should enjoy a multitude of game options, a two-perspective campaign and a touch of juvenile humor: letting the player know
that they have managed to eliminate their enemy with a shot in the butt may not be the most mature thing in the world, but hey, in a war zone you have to do your own fun. It would have been better if teammates had differed more from the enemy, and the lack of online multiplayers is a sad
omission, but for fans of arena shooters Raze 2 raises the bar. Raze 3 by iHackedGames.com.Save the world from aliens and zombies in this action-packed arena based shooter. Waiting for 50 weapons, 24 signs, 2 campaigns and 30 It involves quite a run-of-the-mill clash between
strangers, humans and zombies of all things. It doesn't affect anything beyond the odd voiceover, working more like a thin framing device for a real draw: running, jumping and recording anything that isn't human. The game offers handguns, rocket launchers and laser swords, as well as an
exhaustive upgrade system that is almost daunting to explore. Each weapon can be adjusted to the details of the log, which is cool even if sometimes it feels a bit like putting on a window. Is your default gun that much more effective with ergonomic grip? Not really, but hey, it feels damn cool
to have it. You can also mess with the look of your avatar to the content of your heart. Gameplay hasn't evolved much since previous entries, but what's fun is fun, and some of the new backgrounds and levels are fantastic in both art and design. So play Raze 3 and teach those alien punks
who's the boss. In this version of Raze, you're invincible after the first shot, you have unlimited ammunition, and both campaigns are available from the beginning. Magic Link (what does the magic connection do?) For a normal version of this game, click here. This game is brought to you by
Michael Hollemon Raze 3 by iHackedGames.com.Raze 4 Hacked ArcadeprehacksRaze Macera 4 Hile HackedSave World by Aliens and Zombies in this shooter-based action arena. There are 50 weapons waiting, 24 signs, 2 campaigns and 30 stages. Just like previous versions, in Raze 4
you can play in human and alien mode, but now with Raze 4 you can play brand new zombie mode! To combat these undue brain eats you have to shoot and fight your way through people and alien game mode in order to be able to unlock zombie fashion. Hacked and unblocked game
iHackedGames.com. You're part of an elite variety task force. Take down zombies and aliens Press J Toggle Health - K Add Money - L Unlock All Levels.The story involves quite a flurry of conflicts between aliens, humans and zombies of all things. It doesn't affect anything beyond the odd
voiceover, working more like a thin framing device for a real draw: running, jumping and recording anything that isn't human. The game offers handguns, rocket launchers and laser swords, as well as an exhaustive upgrade system that is almost daunting to explore. Each weapon can be
adjusted to the details of the log, which is cool even if sometimes it feels a bit like putting on a window. Is your default gun that much more effective with ergonomic grip? Not really, but hey, it feels damn cool to have it. You can also mess with the look of your avatar to the content of your
heart. Gameplay hasn't evolved much since previous entries, but what's fun is fun, and some of the new backgrounds and levels are fantastic in both art and design. So play Raze 3 and teach those alien punks who's the boss. Raze 4 is an online shooting game What your task is to
complete various missions. Create your profile at the beginning by entering a name for your player. Before starting the game, you can click on the Soldier option where you can customize your soldier the way you want. With war funds, you can upgrade and improve your soldier by
purchasing him a new main weapon and secondary weapons, you can also improve his skills and killstreak. In your tougher statistics, you can improve health, critical, target and ammunition for your soldier. Your task in this game is to defeat the opposing team, you will be on the Blue Team
and you have to beat the Orange team using your weapons. You will find yourself in a situation where you will have to find the reverse to reach your destination. This unblocked online shooting game you can play in many different ways you just need to choose the one that suits you best.
Level 1 in the Raze 4 game where you need to shoot enemy soldiers on the platform with the help of your teammate How to play Strike Force Heroes game Choose the type of soldier you want to play with. You can choose Medic, Assassin, Commando and Tank. Each of these soldiers has
its own specialty and has a purpose in the game. Choose the one that suits you best. You can also win all sorts of different medals in the game, for example you can win a medal to complete the campaign, to buy all the skills for all soldiers you can also unlock a secret achievement and
much more. Do not forget that some classes of soldiers or types of weapons can work much better than others in certain situations. You can also adjust the graphics of the game. You can play Campaign mode in which your task is to win and complete the entire game by completing missions
and defeating enemy forces. The following mode is a challenging mode in which your task is to complete various challenges such as killing a certain amount of enemies with a specific weapon and so on. The last mode is Quick Match mode in which you need to kill enemies before you have
time experiences or you need to complete a mission before you have time experiences. To move a character, use the Arrow keys or W,A,S,D. Use Q and Shift to transfer weapons. Use the E and Ctrl buttons to activate killstreaks. R to reload. Aim and fire with your mouse. Strike Force
Heroes soldier menu where you can buy new primary and secondary weapons and where you can upgrade and improve soldier statistics with war funds Closing arguments for Strike Force Heroes game If you love shooting games where you can select 4 different classes of soldiers, where
you can play the game in the way that best suits you, where you can upgrade and improve your soldier than it is a game for you! Show off your shooting skills and defeat the enemy team. Complete the missions ahead, play all three modes and enjoy everything this phenomenal shooting
game can give you. Play with Friends, win the game together. We can only say the best for this game because there are so many things you can do and the ways you can play this Strike Force Heroes game so that in this way you can win this game many times in different ways that make
this game much cooler. have fun! Main image of Strike Force Heroes in which you can see all classes of soldiers fighting enemies using their special weapons (Visited 13,359 times, 1 visit today) today)
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